JazzEDge / JazzKids® Workshops
Hello,
Thank you for your interest in JazzKids workshops. This brochure is designed to give
you a general overview of JazzKids workshops. Our workshops are designed to fit your
organization’s needs. However, the following two workshops are presented to give you
an idea of what’s available. Remember, these workshops can be tailored to fit your
needs and budget.
Introduction to Jazz with JazzKids (For students)
This workshop is a great way to introduce jazz to your students. Willie will work handson with students to get them improvising on the spot! Sessions usually last about 90
minutes and there can be as many as four sessions per day. Students will learn simple
improvisation concepts that are both fun and sound cool. Advanced students will learn
about chords, shells, playing with a group, improvisation and jazz theory.
The goal of this workshop is to open up your student’s creative voice in a fun and
engaging workshop environment. Students will leave with jazz concepts that they can
use right away.
There are many ways of dividing your students into groups. Perhaps the easiest is a
beginner, intermediate and advanced group. Beginners are usually 7-11 years in age
and have had no prior improvisation experience. Intermediate students are 11-15 years
in age and have had a few years of instruction on their instrument along with some
improvisation experience. Advanced students are 16+ and have had prior improvisation
experience.
Workshops can be fit to your group’s needs. In other words, there can be only beginning
sessions in a day if you have only beginners.
The most important requirement for anyone attending a JazzKids workshop is to come
prepared to learn something! If your students hate improvising and trying new things,
this workshop will not be for them.
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Introduction to Jazz with JazzKids (For teachers)
The teacher’s workshop usually lasts 90 minutes. It walks teachers through the different
JazzKids levels while teaching them specific jazz improvisation concepts that they can
use with their students. Concepts like: accompaniment patterns for the young child,
chord shells, the Blues scale, rhythmic ideas for improvisation, the jazz eighth note and
much more are covered in the teacher’s workshop.
Teachers are also given a comprehensive handout that gives musical examples of what
is being discussed in the workshop. This handout provides teachers with easy concepts
that can be quickly incorporated into their own studio.
The Flow and “Feel” of a JazzKids Workshop
Willie Myette is a laid-back professional. When you hear him perform, you know he
knows what he is talking about. When speaking to a group, he knows how to educate
and bring everyone into the workshop. Too often, jazz players speak over the heads of
their audience and they feel like they’ll never be able to teach jazz. This is not so in a
JazzKids workshop. You’ll leave feeling empowered to begin teaching jazz to your
students right away!
Willie has been giving JazzKids workshops around the world for a decade now. His
workshops are extremely informative while being accessible to those with little or no
prior jazz instruction.
As said before, Willie will work with your group to come up with a workshop that fit its
needs. The workshops listed here are two examples of what is commonly asked for by
teachers and groups. However, a customized workshop can certainly be created for your
event.
Workshops can also be combined with a solo-piano or group performance. Willie’s
group, Katahdin’s Edge (www.jazzontheedge.com) can also accompany him to a
workshop. The entire group can work with students, giving them a truly unique
experience performing along with professionals!
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What is Required of Our Group?
Travel, accommodations and a workshop fee are generally required. Sometimes Willie is
already in an area and accommodations or a travel fee might not be necessary.
Workshop fees are dependant upon group size, time, travel, etc. If you are interested,
please contact Willie directly at 401-439-9730 or wmyette@jazzedge.com.
What Other Groups Have Said:
"Willie Myette and his JazzKids concept are winners. Every student had a good time and
learned several techniques for improvisation. Willie has a keen sense for what each
student is capable of doing and within a few minutes knows just how to approach them
to keep them comfortable and receptive. Each student young and older indicated they
would like him to return. They especially enjoyed the jam session at the end of the
workshop. As an educator, I highly recommend the JazzKids Workshop for your
community."
– Henry Allain (RVP Piano Academy, Riverside CA)
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Kudos for Willie and JazzKids
“I really enjoyed your presentation. It was inspiring to hear your mastery
of the keyboard.”
“You have a great presence. The flow of the workshop was very good. I
look forward to implementing this in my studio. Thanks!”
“[I enjoyed] His communication with the audience and ability to teach
everyone that was there whether they took piano or not.”
“I liked the way Willie presented the material, letting everyone have hands
on. I also enjoyed that he interacted.”
“I enjoyed your workshop so much. I really can imagine using some of the
principles with much greater ease than I could imagine previously. I really
like the idea of learning "shells". That seems manageable and really
sounds good right away.”
“Thank You! I am impressed with your method. It seems very basic and
user friendly. I've tried a variety of different jazz approaches and this one
seems easier for a beginner to understand.”
"You did a terrific job! You simplified jazz voicings. Thank you!"
"I spent over $600 in jazz piano classes and did not learn as much
practical improvisation techniques and ideas as I did in your one-hour
JazzKids workshop."
“I prefer your approach to jazz because it is so accessible to beginning
students, plus they're learning to use their ears AND learning licks so
they can create their OWN jazz rather than being dependent on music,
the way I have been most of my life."

